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Collective Notes

This packet marks the end of a decade.

Looking back ten years, what was then the
underground press was in full swing. And
so was one of its steadiest sources of news
LNS. A full-time staff of 20 people sent 20-
24 pages of news and graphics twice a week
to some 800 subscribers throughout the U.S.
and to Latin America, Southeast Asia, and
Ettrope. Everyone was riding high on the
spirit of the 60* s, working 12 hour days
and living on a shoe-string.

A lot has changed since then. LNS how has
two full-time staffers and is sent every
other week to less than half the subscribers
we served before.

But we have made progress in reorganizing to
live with our new circumstances, and some
of the changes we have made have strengthened
us. For example, although we no longer
have a large staff, we have a steady and
commited bunch of correspondents and graphic
artists contributing first-hand material to
us, all the way from California to North
Carolina to Chicago to the State of Washington,
and in New York City. And what * s most important

,

there are still enough older papers and promising
haw ones to encourage our belief that the independent
left press is alive and well and will rise to meet
the challenges of the 8.0’s—as we will. Happy New
klkBABWE tcont. from page 10) —Year

!

patience and persistence of the Patriotic
Front." Plenty of both will certainly be
needed in the months ahead

.
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Native Americ^ns/anti-nucliar

--V'NEW ME^gg’S RADIATION RIVER:

AFTERMATH OF THE CHURCH ROCK SPILL

by Irene Fuerst

Not Man Apart/Liberation News Service

(Editor's note: Everyone know? the nuclear
accident at Three Mile Island was bad. And
could have been worse. The nuclear accident that
took place in Church Rock, New Mexico last july
was worse . But relatively few people even know
it happened.

That may be partly due to the nature of the
accident . No threats of a ”China syndrome ” core
meltdown here. Just a dam break qnd flash flood.
A flash flood that happened to be highly radio-
active. . . .and happened to spill across Navajo
India. . land.

The fact that the people most directly
affected were Navajo sheepherders rather than
Pennsylvania state legislators may explain the lack

of publicity surrounding Me spill. Tt certainly
doesn’t excuse it3 as the following article
excerpted from a longer version in the Friends

of the Earth publication, Nob Man Apartt points
out.

)

CHURCH ROCK, N.M, (LNSj-r-On July 16, 1979,

a dam broke at United Nuclear Corporation's
uranium tailings pond at Church Rqcb, New Mexico,
sending 100 million gallons of radioactia^anill
tailings flash-flooding 60 miles down the Rio
Puerco, past the city of Callup, and into
Arizona.

I
The nation's largest spill of radioactive

waste, the Church Rock spill has, surprisingly,
not stirred any major protests, After United
Nuclear (UN) lost $10 million from the enforced
shut-down of its milling operations, it reopened
on October 26 for a 50 to 60-day interim period.

The dam's failure was attributed to cracking
caused by settlement of earth below the dam.

Apparently UN had known about the problem for
two years but had not reported it to the state
engineer's office, which in turn had never
inspected the dam.

Few news stories about the spill have
appeared outside of New Mexico, a state hwere
uranium is the "number one cash crop," Official
opinions have been generous to United Nuclear,
reflecting a "no uranium, no Santa Fe" attitude.
Repercussions of the Church Rock spill, however,
may be more far-reaching thin has been evident so

far.

Navaj os Hardest Hit

Those hardest hit by the spill are the approx-
imately 1,700 residents of the Rio Puerco valley,

mostly Navajo Indians. They own about 2,660 head
of livestock that drink from the river. United
Nuclear has been trucking in water for about 350

people in the immediate Chureh Rock area. Signs
were posted, warning people away from the water,

but many Navaj os cannot read the®. And since
there is no storage for the trucked in water,
animals have continued to drink from the river.

The Navajos must do without their herds, the
mainstay of their diet, or eat them anyway, knowing
that the Indian Health Service (IHS) "did not feel...
that they could give an unqualified okay for the
consumption of affected animals." Gordon Denipah,
Jr. , of the IHS said, "One reason for this is the
lack of knowledge by experts concerning the effects
of low-level radiation and how radionuclides may
be trasnmitted in the food chain."

"At first there was an assumption there was not
much of a problem," said Dr, Richard Hoffman,
state health specialist. Nearby residents "don't
face danger of acute radiation exposure," but
in the handling of the incident, "those Indian
people out there have really been screwed," he
added.

The Navajo tribe has spent about $100,000
on trucking in water and on other activities to
deal with the contaminated river, including
checking on UN's clean-up efforts . New Mexico
Governor Bruce King refused to declare the Rio
Puerco Valley a disastei area; therefore, the state
Health and Social Services cannot distribute^ \ ;^
extra food stamps, even though residents have
been requesting money for food from a temporary
tribal task force office.

In August, a month after the spill, the New
Mexico Environmental Imporvement Department (EID)
issued an order demanding that UN intensify its
clean-up efforts. But only after loud protests
by Navajos dissatisfied with what was blatant foot-
dragging on the part of United Nuclear. UN is
now insisting that the spill has been more than
cleaned, up. Many observers disagree, pointing
out that no more than 40 men using shovels and
buckets have been cleaning up over 1,000 tons of
radioactive dirt.

Even though UN's milling operation was shut
down, the actual mining continued without a break.
Water from the mine kept the river too muddy
most of the time for them to use heavy earth-
moving equipment. The mine water was determined
by the Environmental Protection Agency to be
radioactive, but local officials have turned a
blind eye to the release of this water into the
Rio Puerco

.

The company has cleaned up only one-half
of one percent of the total spillage, said Paul
Robinson of the Southwest REsearch and Information
Center, a public interest group. Much of the
rest of the radioactive water it has simplf^ flushed
into Arizona.

"They're just letting the radioactive material
get diluted. That's the easiest way to get it down
to acceptable levels," Robinson said. The spill
traveled about 60 miles before it was absorbed
into the desert, less than twenty miles from
Petrified Forest National Park. The park, which
draws 900,000 visitors a year, relies upon a single
well in the flood plain. UN's dilatory clean-up
may also contaminate water supplies in the city
of Gallup,

Term Health Effects?

Although state officials are satisfied that
there is no danger to the population as a result of
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gemmthe spill, others are not so sure, Dr, Jorg Iv ^

Winterer, a pediatrician with the IHS in Gallup,
says the consequences may not show up for
decades

,

Only eight people out of 1,500 have been tested
for radioactive contamination. Children who had
been seen playing in the river were given body
scans and urine tests at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, These tests showed no
thorium, one of the major contaminants in the
spill. But Dr. Winterer says the tests "don’t
mean anything" since thorium is unlikely to be
detected by such procedures.

If thorium is incorporated into the body
through inhalaction nr ingestion, it has a biolog-
ical half-life of 40G years. There is no effect-
ive way of getting rid of thorium once it’s been
absorbed. Whatever is not excreted within
a few days is permanent. Thorium is IbSorbed
most easily through the lungs, and is a more
toxic inhalant than plutonium , which is known
to cause cancer when inhaled in microgram
quantities

.

As the Rio Puerco water was de-acidified by
United Nuclear, the dissolved thorium could have
precipitated to the bottom of the stream. Or-
dinarily, most of the Rio Puerco is a dry
arroyo, and the dried-out residue left in the
desert could be blown into the air- -where it can
be inhaled.

The effect of thorium on the local water
supplies is still up in the air. Sulfate has
already been detected in wells monitored in
Gallup, at twice to four times the normal levels.
Sulfate is regarded as an early warning of
groundwater contamination, since it moves fast
and is often the first to appear in water
supplies. The big question is whether radio-
nuclides will show up and how long it will take
for them to get there,

A retistry for the children in the area
who've been exposed to the Rio Puerco water is
being sought. "This is unpopular g^|uhd here,"
Dr. Winterer admits, because "in the South it’s
King Cotton, but in the Southwest ..it ' s King
Uranium," He wants to develop a study which would
follow the children for 30 years, checking their
deciduous (baby) teeth when they fall out, and
determining if there’s been any chromosomal damage.

"The state is very close to becoming a
national sacrifice area," said Dr. Winterer.
There are 70 million tons of tailings in New
Mexico. "I'm outraged by how it was handled by
United Nuclear. The clean-up crew. . , aren't even
wearing dust masks. And i»ja outraged by how it
was handled by United Nuclear. The clean-up crew
...aren't even wearing dust masks. And I'm
worried about What might happen if thorium gets
in the wells," he said. "The mill rewpperied last
Fruday. They have the same people, the same
site, the same dam."

Said Peter McDonald, Navajo Tribal Chairman,
"the spill represents a far greater threat to the
health and safety of the people in this area than
did the celebrated incident at Three Mile Island."

PANIC BUILDS OVER INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION

FRANKFURT, West Germany (LNS) — Germany, for
over a century one of the world's leading industrial
nations, now finds itself in the grip of an indus-
trial pollution panic.

The panic began over two months ago, after two
boys in Hamburg were blown up by a bomb they found
in the storage yard of a former munitions factory.
When authorities searched the yard, they found
explosives and chemicals dating back to the early
post-World War II period. City officials could not
explain why the chemicals were stored in the yard,
since the factory owners had no permit for storage
and the city is responsible for inspecting the
grounds for violations of the city code.

Since then, German newspapers have been busy
investigating similar violations, and the atmosphere
here resembles that in the U.S. during Watergate
shock succeeding shock, with confidence in govern-
ment on the wane.

The latest scandal involved Bayer, Inc., in the
town of Dormagen. For over two years, unknown quan-
tities of chlorine compounds, stored on the Bayer
factory grounds, have been dissolving into the
ground water. According to company officials, the
main chemicals involved are Tetrachlorethene and
Trichlorethene, used in producing cleaning products.
Both cause cancer and are damaging to thefitwr,

'

Over two years ago, at the end of 1971 , the
chemical compounds were discovered in Dormagen '

s

drinking water. But only after a long period of in-
vestigation were the leaks discovered andpjtjtyfcfched

.

Traces of the poison were then also discovered on
the north side of the Bayer grounds, which border a
sugar and beer factory. Bayer and government offic-
ials in near-by Duesseldorf insist there is no
danger to the people of Dormagen or the surrounding
towns. Nevertheless , it will be two more years
before the last traces of the poisonous compounds
disappear from the drinking water.

The rapid and stereotypical press releases of
company and government officials leave people uneasy.
A chemist in Berlin, commenting on a Bayer press
statement, said, "I fear they want to cover up the
true dimensions of the situation, as usual."

Among Dormagen residents, this fear is realized
in the fact that they still do not know to what
degree they may have been injured by a November
fire in the insecticide section of the factory. At
the beginning of that month over a halfUton of
"Gusathion" burned up, producing -- according to
residents a 10-mile long cloud and a "bestial
stench."

When hundreds of residents complained of
streaming eyes, dripping noses and ipusea following
that incident, a Bayer spokesman commented that
this was probably the result of fear, since the
fire had not caused any health danger. On the other
hand, the Duesseldorf Ministry of Ecology warned
people not to eat fruits and vegetables grown in
the area.
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VETERANS/NUCLEAR

U.S. VETERANS FIGHT FOR COMPENSATION
FOR RADIATION EXPOSURE AT HIROSHIMA & NAGASAKI

by Eri<^4||;et
Liberation Service

MEW YORK* Harry Coppola learned Japans
*e<se when he wa^s stationed in Guadalcanal with the

Marine Corpa in 1943* So he waan 1 1 surprised
when he waa among the fira t troops sent into
Nagasaki

,
Japan two yeara later as part of the

A-Bomb clean-up operation.

nWe knew they had dropped a helluva big
bomb on the place, n the 59-year -old veteran re-
called in a Inid-December interview with LNS.

"They needed ua to herd civilTana out of the city

ao engineers could come in with machinery and dig
ft

.

a sigh, 11 they didn’t
tell ua anything about radiation *

n

Today, doctora give Coppola of lake Worth,
Florida, leaa than six months to live. He ia

dying of
v
a rare form of bone marrow cancer called

multiple Myeloma. He haa apent more than $29,000
of hia life aavinga on coatly chemotherapy treat-*

menta and blood transfusions. Coppola ia bitter

that the government haa not picked up the tab or

admitted that hia problems might have been cauaed
by iow-leve 1 residua 1 radiation.

CANCER RATE HIGH AMONG BOMB SITE VETS

More than 1,000 u.S. servicemen were aent
into Hiroshima and Nagasaki three to tf^e weeks

after the atomic blasts there. The ConSnittee

for u.S* Veterans of Hiroshima and Nagasaki has

located 200 of then . Of these
, 41 have been

stricken with rare blood diseases sudh leukemia

or bone marrow cancer. The organization asserts

the blood disorders are in excess of the average
for the age group.

:;7

A number of Nagasaki veter|hs have reported
occurrences of diseases among their children
similar to the pattern among the veterans them-*

selves#

The Veterans Administration has rejected
claims from fh e veterans , contending that flaere

is no evidence that the radiation actually caused

the illnesses#

The Defense Department says the bombs dropped
on Japan were "relatively clean" nuclear devices

and that studies done by government scientists
soon after the blasts indicated safe radiation
levels.

"If you stood in the middle of ground zero

for nine hours a day, for seven days a w^tel|, for

the whole time the forces •Were in Nagasaki, you

would get about one rem of radiation," Lieutenant
Colonel Bill McKee, a spokesman for the Defense

Nuclear Agency, told 13JS. -That amount is less

than the nuclei - ladEoslary'l*' torrent safety

standard of three rems in a three month period*

But recent studies have been unable to prove

that there is an acceptable "threshold" level of

radiation which is not harmful to humans. The
scientific community remains divided on the issue.

Page 3
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up the 75,000 deadtebodies

"But," he added with

VIGORS DEMAND PUBLIC HEARINGS

'Representatives of veterans and widows seeking
a government investigation of the natter met with
VA arid White House officials in Washington last
September. They presented petitions signed by 40

veterans and 3^widows askirig for public hearings.
They contend the government is afraid of opening a

"Pandora’s Bos" by granting compensation claims.

One of -those who journeyed to the capital was
Margaret E# Powers

, the widow of William Steele
Powers who spent three months in Nagasaki in 1945.

"My husband looked mer e like a mar ine than any
man I ever knew," she recalled. "Be was -thoritelively
healthy man almost all his life." But early in

1965, Powers began to complain d£ tiredness. Doctors

found two separate cancers deep in his lower intest-
ine and liver# He died six months later at age 48.

Before he died, the couple spent hours talking
about in Nagasaki. "He? drank the water
and was covered by dust when he operated a bulldozer
digging out the dead," Margaret Powers told INS.

"When he died, I told people that Bill and I both
thought Nagasaki had something to do with it. They
didn't pay any attention. They thought it was the
ranting of a bitter widow looking for an answer
why her husband died so young# But people don't
think that I'm crazy anymore#"

Richard J» Dalton, Who now lives in Brooklyn,
sailed into Nagasaki fti^Wfcr Witti his outfit four
weeks aftei the blast. "From the bay you could see
a whole hillside had been scardhed* It was like
somebody had drawn a line on it because there was
green shrubbery on one side and ashes on the other.
The steel girders of the shipyards were melted,
bent and twisted," he said#

Dalton now works in a Post Office in Greenwich
Village

, New York* He has developed diabetes—the
first person in his family to be afflicted with the

disease* He thinks it may have something to do with
his time ih Nagasaki* "I'm sure somebody in the
government knew there were fallout problems, but
they never told us. The ship sailed in, they said
' everybody off' and we went," be said*

Veterans hope public hearings about radiation
victims overseas and near U.S. testing sites on
April 11 in Washington will bring results. They
are plea-Sed that the White HouSe foriried a task force

on Compensation after their petition was
in the fall* Its report is due this

Congressman Edward Roybal of Galifornia has
introduced a bill that would require the Federal
government 'If© pay for trea#nemt of an illness or

injury "which is directly attributable to the ex-
plosion of the atomic bombs." Eight similar bills
have died in committee since 1972*

All this activity will he late to help Harry
Coppola, however # "I spent; just 14 days in Nagasaki
and was Sent home because I was dizzy and vomiting,"
he told INS* "But it was probably the most costly
two Weeks Of my life."
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BLACKS/PRISONERS

BLACK ACTIVIST, FORMER ATTICA INMATE,
FIGHTS CHARGES IN BROOKLYN COP SHOOTING

NEW YORK (LNS) -- When Jomo J. Omowale, a.k.a.
Clevelarid Davis, was tried for the first time
last spring ‘on charges of first degree murder and
attempted murder, defense attorney Robert Bloom
worked long and hard to point up vital inconsist-
encies in the testimony of the prosecution’s star
witness, Edward Daniels. Those inconsistences
centered around whether Daniels had "seen" or mere-
ly heard the shots which killed two Brooklyn patrol-
men and another man on an otherwise quiet avenue
in Bedford Stuyvesant

, Brooklyn late one night
in April 1978. And Bloom's exposure of those
inconsistencies paid off in a mistrial. The jury
deadlocked 6-6 on what had initially been presented
as an open-and-shut case—militant. Black ex-con
guns down cops.

As Omowale’ s second trial entered its fifth
week in Brooklyn Supreme Court just before Christ-
mas, Daniels was back on the stand and attorney
Bloom was hammering away once again at those same
contradictions in his testimony. The murder charges
remain, and at the defense table the figures
remain the same: the tall, Afro-haired defendant,
with his heavy horn-rimmed glasses is flanked by
Bloom and co-counsel Elizabeth Gaynes, Omowale'

s

wife. Gone, however, are the original judge and
the defense funds which he awarded after finding
Omowale indigent.

This time around, the new trial judge, Supreme
Court Justice Edward Lentol, denied a motion to
declare Omowale indigent and award court fees.
For the defense, that decision has been damaging.
Omowale' s defense funds are totally depleted ai^d
his attorney is serving without fee. But without
money to purchase transcripts. Bloom's task of
using court records to expose contradictions in
past testimony becomes much more difficult. In
addition. Bloom hopes to call 15 and 20 witnesses
when the defense begins to present its case.
That, too, may prove difficult without money to
defray their expenses.

PROSECUTION CASE: A ONE-TIME LOSER

Omowale 's first trial ended last spring with
the jury deadlocked on the charges that Omowale
was responsible for the shooting deaths of police
officers Cerillo and Mansone as well as Dalou
Asahi (Mariano Gonzalezjf: on the night of April 2
1978 . .

Omowale and Dalou Asahi were both Attica
inmates at the time of the 1971 rebellion there.
Both took part in the uprising and both were charged
with murder after the bloody recapture of the
facility ordered by then-Govemor Nelson Rocke-
feller. That background fueld lurid press coverage
cf the 1978 shootings, particularly after
conservative Republican gubernatorial candidate
Perry Duryeq tried to make a campaign issue out
of it. Duryea, who was running as a pro-death
penalty law-and-order advocate, used Omowale 's
picture and a description of the charges • against
him to attack Governor Hugh Carey's pardon of
Attica defendants.
Page~4 “
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As in the first trial, Omowale 's case centers
around his contention that a third man, known only
as Flaco, was responsible for the deaths of Asahi
and the t.wo policemen. An initial description of
the assailant, which went out on the police radio
shortly after the incident, described the shooter
as a male Hispanic, about 5' 5", weighing 150 lbs.
Although it remains unclear where the description
originated, it matches Omowale 's description of
Flaco. Omowale himself stands 6' 2" and weighs 220
pounds.

In his testimony, Omowale stated Jl^t he had
gone to Bedford Stuyvesant along with lAlahl and
Flaco, whom he had only met that evening. Th$ three
were on their way to meet someone whom Asahi bew
lieved could help raise bail and support should
Asahi turn himself in on the old charge stemming
from the Attica rebel lion.

Onowale testified that the three of them were
stopped by officers Cerillo and Mansone as they
were walking down Willoughby Avenue. An
erupted between Flaco and the patrolmen
as Omowale approached a gunfight began,
was shot in the rights thigh, the bullet
through and lodging in hisr&ft . Trying to
flee the scene in his car, Omowale crashed after
driving ten blocks due to the loss of blood from
his wound.

After an ambulance arrived at the crash site,
two officers from the 79th precinct ordered the
ambulance attendant out of the back; while driving

hospital they proceeded to beat Omowale
t%^f^fevery bone in his face was broken. The
officers

, Paul Ciurcina and James Dennedy, later
charged that they hadS grappled with Omowale after
he made a grab for thei¥vguns . But the story col-
lapsed in the face of evidence presented at the
first trial, that Omowale had been handcuffed
and strapped to the stretcher. After hearing
that, the jury aquitted Omowale of the attempted
murder charges.

SflONED
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Swing charges has been essentially similar
to that of the first trial. Both the main prosecu-
tion witnesses are Black men, Elton Gooding and
Danigl s.» who were completinf a moving job at 666
WilTough®^Avenue when the shooting took place.
The defense has picked away at their testimony by
exposing the differences between what they said
immediately after the shooting, at the pre-trial
hearing and at the first trial. In addition, the
defense has pointed out that throughout the first
trial the’ District Attoumey supplied Daniels with
two detectives for protection, all his living
expenses and a weekly allowance of $96. At the
end of the first trial, Daniels was handed a ticket
to Los Angeles and $750 to establish himself there.
In his latest testimony, Daniels said he was "run-
ning scared," fearing there might be retaliation
against him for testilying. On the stand, however,
Daniels admitted that no threats had been mdde
against him, despite the defense beingaware of where
he lived. _

The new jury consists of four blacks and eight
whites. The first trialsjury, wjyich was evenly
divided between Blacks and whit^&split its votes

""”(#977) December 21, 1979 more



with 5 Blacks and 1 white voting to aquit and
5 whites and one Black for conviction fTin selections
for the second jury, Blocrr and Gaynes say the
prosecution used 16 of its 21 peremptory challenges
againsr |l-.ck jurors. Judge Lento! sustained object-
ions by the prosecution which prevented Bloom from
asking prospective jurors about their racial at-

‘

titudes,

Omowale's first trial recieved a good deal of
publicity. But fhe second trial has been carried out
so far with little notice in the media. The initial
trial also frequently played to a crowded cp’^troom

,

with many of Omowale's supporters present. Ihe
crowds have thinned now at the second trial. And
among those who do show up :’^a!^*T

;rari^^3sn who
simply flock to the more interesting cases at the c

Supreme Court

.

Efforts to •"aise funds for the defense are
being carried out by. the Jomo Davis Defuse, care
of Robert Bloom, Esq?y 351 Broadway, NY6^O013.

SCHCDLS/RACISM/SEXISM

by Beth Wood
Liberation News Service

Several New Mexico organizations have
onposed the crer** -v the blue ribbon coiijr.it-

tee.

"We see this decision as an indication
that the State Board is racist and sexist." said
Bob Bovard, Executive Director of Albuquerque
Classroom Teachers Association (ACTA) . "These
books are being criticized for emphasizing issues
of Indians, Chicanos. Blacks and women. That a
small group. of people would make such criticisms
is one thing} But the Board is setting a dangerous
precedent in accepting these criticisms as a
basis of reviewing books approved by an over-
whelming maj ority .

"

The State Board of Education's vote in favor
of creating the committee rather than simply ap-
proving the books broke down along the racial lines.
Six whites voted for the committee and four non-
whites voted against.

"The blue ribbon committee," explained ACTA's
David Casey, "will be appointed by^he very people
whq^have supported the sub-commitf.ee^reccomend-
ationsTWe can expect, as unsubstantiated as the
rejections may be, that they will nonetheless be
reaffirmed by the blue ribbon committee."

ALBAQUERQUE,N.M. (LNS
-
' "Soft on communism" and

"pro-ERA" were among reasons ^given for the recent
recommendation to remove 23 books from New Mexico's
approved textbook list. The reccomendation was ad-
opted by a sub-committee of the State Board of
Education, even though it was backed by only five
of t! „^£Kpeople responsible for reviewing text-
bool^> s

About 95 of che 100 persons who reviewed
the books this year were teachers. And they all
recommended adoption of the 23 books. But: five
white parents, all from a single neighborhood in
Albaquerque, filed a minority report condemning the
books

Grace Williams .^^lifeut ive director of the New
Mexico Civil Liberties union stated that her group
is appalled at the sub-committ^^tdecision.

"We simply feel ^1' stated Williams, "that five
people deciding wha^will be available to teachers
in the classrooms is a very small minority. This is
censorship ^

Among the 23 books rejected bv^fhe sub-commits
tee are American Women and Pup* Legal Heritage .

While the latter recieved the American "ar Associa-
tion's "Silver Gavel" award, the ad-hoc group

~

charged that the book lacked scholarship. The g_oup
criticized We the American Women as "definitely
biased and pro-woman." Other books were said to
have too many pictures of Blacks and other minori-
ties.

State and local chapters of the National
Education Association, the NAACP, the League of
Women Voters, and the American Federation of
Teachers and the Committee to Repeal the Taft
Hartley have joined the NMCLU and ACTA in opposing
the reccomendecrlsillection of the 23 textbooks.
Most of these groups have formed "Coalition 23"
to coordinate this effort.

The controversy has recieved regular front
page coverage here for several weeks. It is widely
percieved as evidence of an emerging battle over
educational issues in New Me' : co. In the past
few months, disputes have also flared up around
busing, closing of inner-city schools and federal
cutbacks

.

"The right wing in New Mexico is showing its
face more and more often on these issues," said an
Albuquerque 'resident active in the fight against the
textbook ban. "Education is the perfect place for
the right wing to build a backlash."

When it comes to the textbook controversy,
ACTA's Bovard explained: "This is just round one.
The State Board of Education is just beginning to
review textbooks and Social Studies and History
are always the first ones to go. It's going to
affect curriculum; it's going to affect many ed-
ucation decisions in the future. It's an indic-
ation of things to "

-^JO-

Objecting to one book, the grouprfqtfflgd a pas-
sage from it and complained that "the student is not
told that this statement is socialistic^^ie step
from communism," the staement had been madf%y U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson.

During its November 8 meeting, the State
Board voted to create a "blue ribbon" committee to
review the 23 disputed books. The committee*; is ex-
pected to submit its decision tothe Board at its
next meeting,

HAPPY NEW YEAR

WELCOME TO TIE 80s

AND WELCOME BACK INTO FREEDOM TO BEN CHAVIS
(JUST REIEASED FROM PRISON) AND IMARI OBADEIE
(DUE OUT THE FIRST WEEK OF JANUARY)
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VETERANS/AGENT ORANGE

VA STUDY FINDS DIOXIN
IN TISSUES OF VIETNAM VETS

by Joe Kelly
Liberation News Service

WASHINGTON (LNS) -- Small amounts of dioxin,
a poisonous ingredient of the Agent Orange herbi-
cide used extensively in Vietnam from 1962 to 1971,
have been discovered in the fat tissues of 10
Chicago-area veterans. Those were the preliminary
findings of a chemical analysis conducted by a
veterans administration (VA) physician and made
public at a December 12 meeting of the VA's
Advisory Committee on Health Related Effects of
Herbicides.

Release of the findings marks the first in-
stance in which the VA has acknowledged the possi-
bility that Vietnam veterans exposed to Agent
Orange during defoliation sprayings absolved and
retained traces of the toxic chemical. As such.
Dr. Lyndoii Leets announcement was welcomed by
veterans' groups which have been fighting for
benefits for Agent Orange victims.- But .Lee was
criticized by other members of the panel set up
by the VA to examine the Agent Orange issue for say-

4hg?ih public what he had found in the laboratory.

"As soon as you release these numbers, every-
one will attach significance to them," moaned
Philip C. Kearney, a Department of Agriculture
scientist on the VA panel. "These figures will
end up in the Washington Post by the end of the
week."

Lee himself refused to attach significance
to his discovery of traces of dioxin in 10 of 20
men who said they were exposed to the herbicide
in Vietnam, He emphasized that his findings were
inconclusive and subject to raqje tests. Further-
more, he argued, "There may or may not be a link
between dioxin and disease."

That argument meshed with what has been the
official VA position until now. VA officials
maintain that chloracne, an irritating skin
disease, is the only adverse health effect that
results from exposure to Agent Orange.

Vietnam veterans haven't accepted that
conclusion. They have flooded the VA with more
than 5,000 complaints linking a variety of dis-
orders, including cancer and serious birth defects
in their children, to exposure to Agent Orange.
These complaints have been fueled by the assertion
of several scientists, including noted environ-
mentalist Barry Commoner, that dioxin remains
in the fat tissue and then years later can be
released and cause harmful effects. Charges by
veterans received an additional boost last March,
when the Environmental Protection Agency banned
the domestic use of the herbicide 2,4,5,T, one
of the main ingredients of Agent Orange. The EPA
acted after a rash of miscarriages occurred among
women in the Alsea Basin of Oregon following a
spraying in nearby forests.

Following the EPA decision, and under
increasing pressure from veterans' organizations.

4

the VA has now begun attempting to re-evaluate its
position. Dr, Lee's fat tissue studies are the
most significant and dramatic result of that
re-evaluation so far.

VETERANS' ORGANIZATIONS^ENCOURAGED BY FINDINGS

Representatives ©f several veterans' organiza-
tions active on the Agent Orange issue said the
test findings were significant

.

"The VA has acknowledged something that it hasn't
acknowledged before," said Lewis Milford, an attorney
who is Deputy Director of the National Veterans Law
Center in Washington. But Milford was cautious in
suggesting what the effect of the test results will
be on the VA's attitude toward Agent Orange. "If
the tests hold up it will give them evidence on
what veterans have been exposed to Agent Orange. It
will increase pressure on the agency to act."

Both Michael Uhl of Citizen Soldier and Ron
DeYoung of the National Veterans Task Force on Agent
Orange said Dr. Lee's findings bolster the claims
of veterans who believe their disorders are linked
to dioxin.

"You took a very small population and found
that half of them have dioxin, which is known to be
toxic at much smaller levels than they measured it
at," said Uhl.

"It answers the question whether dioxin can be
stored in the tissue," said DeYoung. "We have
conclusive evidence that dioxin is bio-accumulative.

"

DeYoung maintained that the fat tissue studies,
together with research at the University of Wiscon-
sin showing the harmful effects of small amounts of
dioxin on rhesus monkeys, are links "in a chain of
evidence that is going to prove conclusively that
vets are suffering from Agent Orange."

A spokesman for Dow Chemical, one of the manu-
facturers of 2,4, 5, T, said the company was not
surprised by the reported findings of the fat tissue
study. Dov'-mflntains that dioxin is "ubiquitous" in
the environment and — contrary to the research
conducted on rhesus monkeys — is not harmful in
small amounts.

Both the VA and the Carter administration have
received heavy criticism from Vietnam veterans
'jp^-national media for their slowness in address-
ing the hazards posed by Agent Orange

.

Critics have challenged the ability of both
the VA and the Department of Defense (DOD) to con-
duct an impartial study of Agent Orange. Suspicions
were fueled when the General Accounting Office issued
a report in November refuting DOD assertions that
areas of Vietnam sprayed with Agent Orange had been
cleared of military personnel. According to the
GAO report, 5,900 marines were within one-third of
a mile during and shortly after sprayings occurred.
Another 16,100 marines were in close proximity within
four weeks of the v spraying, the GAO report stated.

Legislation currently waiting for President
Carter's signature calls for an epidemiological
study of veterans who may have been exposed to the
herbicide. Senator Alan Cranston, a frequent critic
of the VA, wanted the study to be conducted by the
Department of Health and Welfare to insure its im-
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partiality. But lobbying by Rep. David Satter-
field, Democratic chairman of the House Subcommit-
tee on Veterans Benefits and Facilities, insured
that the study would remain in the hands of the
VA. A compromise was reached to have the Office
of Technology Assessment, an advisory arm of
congress, participate in the study.

In recent months, several hundred class
action suits have been filed by veterans across
the country seeking damages from Dow and the
four other companies that manufactured the herbi-
cide: the Monsanto Co. of St. Louis; the Thompson
Hayward Co. of Kansas City, Kansas; Hercules, Inc.

of Wilmington, Del.; and the Diamond Shamrock Co.

of Cleveland. If the cases are consolidated
before Judge George C. Pratt of the Eastern
District of New York, a trial could begin as

early as next May, according to an attorney rep-
resenting Agent Orange International, the veterans
group which is organizing the suits.

-30-

LABOR

MOVEMENT AGAINST RIGHT TO WORK LAWS

BUILDS IN THE SOUTHWEST

by Tom Barry
Liberation News Service

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (LNS) -- Geographically
New Mexico would have to be considered part of

the "sun belt." But so far it has lacked one of
the key ingredients that has helped make other
states in the South and Southwest havens of cheap

energy and cheap labor for industry. Unlike most

of the sun belt. New Mexico is not a Right to

Work (RTW) state. And in the face of a concerted
campaign by right wing and business interests,

people in New Mexico are mobilizing to make sure

it stays that way.

More than 200 labor and community organizers

gathered in Albuquerque during November for a

two-day conference to discuss ways to beat back

the Right to Work drive in New Mexico. They were

also looking beyond the borders of their home

state, as indicated by the official title of the

meeting -- the Southwest Repeal Taft-Hartley 14(b)

Convention.

Judy Pratt, a New Mexico state legislator and

an organizer of the convention, told the delegates

that the movement to repeal this anti-labor law

"will be born in New Mexico, but will be bred in

the South." All of the southern states have

adopted the Right tc Work provisions allowed

under Taft-Hartley 14(b).

That clause of the 1947 federal labor legis-

lation allows each state to pass laws banning
union shops. In a union shop, all workers must

join a union once a majority have voted to belong.

By prohibiting them, RTW creates a situation

where non-union workers can freeload on the bene-

fits won by the unions without paying dues. In

addition, opponents of RTW say, the law weakens

unions by allowing employers to recruit anti-

union workers in the hope of eventually driving

out a freely elected bargaining agent. For these
and other reasons, RTW laws in the South and the
southwestern states of Arizona and Texas help ex-
plain the specially low-rate of unionization in
those states.

RIGHT TO WORK FORCES TARGET NEW MEXICO

A national campaign organized by the National
Right to Work Committee (NRTWC) is trying to extend
the belt of RTW states from the South into the West.

According to a report by Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA) , the NRTWC is "one of the older anti-
union organizations now in operation." Over the
years, it has built strong ties to other groups on
the organized right. ; The ADA report, "A Citizen’s
Guide to the Right Wing," cites well -documented
connections between the NRTWC and the John Birch
Society.

Voters in Missouri rejected an RTW proposal
in 1978, after labor mounted a massive educational
campaign against it. Now RTW forces have set their
sights on New Mexico.

The convention in Albuquerque brought together
a wide variety of organizers and labor leaders.
Noticeable by their absence, however, were the state
AFL-CIO organizations. Participants charged the
state AFL-CIQ has done little to fight the RTW laws
being introduced in the state legislature or to
educate the state’s residents about the meaning of
Right to Work.

BUILDING ANTI-RTW ALLIANCES

Tom Shirley, president of the United Mine Workers
of America (UMWA) local at the Peabody Black Mesa
Mine on the Navajo Nation, told the gathering that
the Navajo Nation already has a RTW law on the books.

He laid the blame for anti-union sentiment among
many Navaj os squarely on discriminatory treatment
of the Indian people by the unions. "But this is

changing," the Navajo union leader added. "We will

soon have a strong union nation."

The large contingent from Texas included mem-

bers of the Texas Farm Workers (TFW) . TFW President
Antonio Orendain told the convention that a combined
movement must be built to stop RTW and to guarantee
collective bargaining rights to farm workers.

"Only in New Mexico," said Orendain, "is there
a campaign to fight against RTW. The other states
must follow this example and open new fronts in

this battle."

Humberto Camacho, a United Electrical Workers
(UE) member from Los Angeles pointed out another
new front for labor. He told about his union's
successes in organizing undocumented workers ("illegal

aliens") in the Los Angeles area. Since companies

go back and forth across the border, he argued, so

must the union organizers.

Several speakers cited the growing movement
against Taft-Hartley as evidence of intensifying
class awareness and class struggle in the U.S.

"Workers can no longer be seen as junior partners
in the expanding American economy," argued David
Arian, a southern California longshoreman. "The
pie isn't getting any bigger, and the companies can
no longer extend their bribes to the workers .

"
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As rank-and-file resistance grows, contended
California Communications Worker activist David
Hart, the labor movement will have to become more
involved. "Nobody believes that the tail wags the
dog," he said. "But that's what is starting to
happen. The tail is wagging in the labor movement,
and the AFl-CIO is going to have to look around
and pay attention."

LINKING UP WITH OTHER STRUGGLES

David Lamm, a West Virginia coal miner and
member of a group of rank-and-file militants within
the UMW, urged' delegates to recognize the connec-
tion between anti- labor forces and the racist right
wing. "Repeal of the RTW provisions won't do any
good withdut actively fighting the KKK," he said.
The convention passed a resolution calling for the
Ku Klux Klan to be outlawed.

Rev, S.E. Winn, the president of the Albuquer-
que NAACP, said the labor movement and the civil
rights movement have the same enemies. Noting the
power of right-wing southern senators, Winn said
that the base for the country's right wing and
anti- labor forces is in the South. "The South runs
America," he said, "and Wall Street runs the South."

"Right to Work gives us all slavery in another
form," said the Black leader, "When you lose your
rights at the bargaining table, you also lose at

the dinner table."

The delegates passed a resolution making
support for the repeal of 14(b) a prime criterion
for the endorsement of any candidate. They also
agreed to work for the establishment of anti-RTW
clearinghouses in each state in the Southwest as

the basis for a national movement for repeal.

"Right to Work laws are a big haul for big
business," said convention organizer Judy Pratt,.

"We intend to push RTW out of the Southwest and
then we will move to drive it out of the South."

-30-

ANTI-NUCLEAR

SURRY SABOTAGE DEFENDANTS PLAN APPEAL

NEW YORK: 'LNS)~ Two Nuclear workers convicted of
sabotaging the power plant in Surry, Va. last April
are planning to contest their two-year prison terms
late this spring. Bill Kuykendall and Jim Merrill
say that an appeal will give them a chance to pre-
sent evidence of the dangerous, illegal conditions
that motivated them to damage 62 spare fuel rod
assemblies intentionally costing Virginia
Electric and Power Company $810,000.

At their October trial , Kuykendall said,
"There was never a day that went by that I didn't
raise an objection to what I saw there." After
months of reporting his complaints to Vepco,
without results, he devised a plan "to shock my
emplcrmr into action .

"

^
Jim Merrill told the jury, "We attacked the

most* vulnerable area in a manner that both
indicated the potential for disaster and. yet did
not create any life or health hazards."

The defense is basing its anneal on the
Page 8 LIBERATION News Service

judge’s tiefusal to allow evidence against Vepco.
But th*3 jury he^rd .enough to recommend the min-
imum sentences.

Tn : the. past, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission' :has found more license violations
at Surfy than at any other nuclear facility in
the country. But the $112,400 that Vepco has paid
in fines apparently hasn’t changed its attitude
much. According to Jim Merrill, the official
position is "wM ear&£ as loTg as we can keep this
thing bn the line,"
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CHICANOSAINDOCUMENTED WORRERS

BORDER PATROL AGENTS NEARLY CONVICTED
FOR BEATING MEXICANS ALONG BORDER."

NEW YORK (LNS) — In what could have been a
precedent-setting case,December 10, three Border
Patrol agents narrowly escaped conviction for
routinely beating people caught crossing the
Mexican border. A federal jury in San Diego dead-
locked 11 to one in favor of convicting two of
the agents and 10 two for the conviction of
the other.

Defense attorneys for the three agents had u-
used their challenges to make sure the case went
to an all-white jury. And the prosecution case was
weakened by failure to find the victims of the
violence, who had been deported to Mexico after
the incidents, and bring them back to testify.
Still, evidence against the three appeared over-
whelming.

The jury was presented with the transcript of
a radio conversation in which one of the defendants
fold another that he had been designated "Delta
Henry." Witnesses explained that stood for "DH"
or "designated hitter"— meaning the agent respon-
sible for strong-arming people caught that day.
In addition, three Border Patrol trainees who had
witnessed the planning and execution of the
violence testified against the three patrolmen.

"It’s damn tough to convict patrolmen of
abusing aliens." the prosecutor, U.S, Attourney
Michael Walsh, commented after the trial. The next
day he announced that he wasn't even going to try
the case again, despite the lopsided jury votes
for conviction. Instead he intended to make the
defendants a"reasonable offer" if they would plead
guilty to one charge.

The decision came as no great surprise to
local Chicano activists, who had been skeptical
about Walsh's commitment' to winning a conviction.
They pointed out that Walsh had tried to portray
"vigilante justice" as the work of just a handful
of patrolmen. That claim was belied by the presencem the courtroom of droves of off-duty patrolmen,
who had come to show their support for the defendants.

In addition, Chicano activists pointed out that
the government had not picked a particularly serious
or dramatic case for its first indictment for civil
rights violations in the Border Patrol's 55—year
history.

"People have been killed," commented Herman Baca,

San Diego-based Cnmrn-f tt-oc on
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Chlcano Rights. Instead, the government chose to
prosecute a case that Involved "just roughing up,
slapping people around." As ;a result, said Baca,
"We felt right from the beginning they weren't
serious .

"

Last April, the Committee on Chlcano Rights
provided much of the evidence in a San Biego trial
of a patrolman charged with shooting a Mexican in
the back. His subsequent aqulttal, according to
Baca, "proves that it is not only the Border Patrol
that is interested in maintaining a military solu-
tion at the border."
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COMMUNITY .RALLIES IN SUPPORT
OF STRIKING LEGAL SERVICE WORKERS

NEW YORK (LNS)— The strike by members of New York
City's Legal Services Staff Associations entered its
fifth week December 19 with members of the union
determined to continue their fight despite threats
that their health benefits would soon be cut off.
The 325-member union of secretaries, paralegals,
social workers, receptionists and lawyers recleved
the support of a broad range of civil rights, labor
and progressive groups.

"It is a sad day and a sad time to see those
of you who defend the poor now out in the cold,"
Victor Goode, executive director of the National
Conference of Black Lawyers told over 250 people
who attended a mid-day"support the LSSA" rally on
December 15, one of the coldest days in the year.
"NCBL is firmly behind you and will assist you in
anyway we can."

"You are often the billy thing standing between
our constituencies and disaster," New York City
Council member Ruth Messenger told the rally.
Messenger was one of the 18 council members who
signed a statement supporting the strike.

Back on November 14,members of LSSA walked
out of the 19 offices of Community Action for Legal
Services (CALS), a federally funded program set up
to defend poor people in their battles against
credit agencies, utility companies, and landlords.
The walkout followed several weeks of tense negoti-
ations in which union negotiators became convinced
CALS was stalling talks and trying to bum the
union. According to union members, Cals' position
was clear from the start. During the summer, it
retained an outside lawfirm for the first time in
its 12-year history to handle"the talks.

Its choice of firms was also indcative. CALS
hired Proskauer, Rose, Goetz and Mendelsohn, well
known for its defense of management against workers.
In the past the firm has defended J.P. Stevens,
Citibank and the New York Telephone against their
workers

.

A TASTE OF THINGS TO COME

CALS ' hiring of Proskauer p Gbebz and Mendelsohn
added weight to the charges of the union and its
supporters that the treatment Of LSSA is a sign of
things to come. The, firm has also been retained by
the' city of New york for' upcoming! negotiations
with; other public employees,

Ujrr
" ~
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i This; sentiment was echoed tat theirallyten theh
15th by Rev. Herbert Daughtry, spokesperson for
the Black United Front, who called on those in
attendance to form a broad coalition to fight
against all cutbacks.

"We come to say that what has happened to
you must not be seen in isolation," Daughtry
stated, "It must be seen in the broader context
of cutbacks in other areas, in hospitals, in
schools. We must form a broad coalition to fight
these cutbacks. I firmly support your strike."

CALS provided another indication of the stance
it would take by summarily firing two strong union
supporters in the Bronx unit shortly before the
strike started. The two workers have been denied
their right to file a grievance under the current
contract, and the union has made rehiring them
one of its main demands in the contract negotiations.

UNION DEMANDS REFLECT COMMUNITY NEEDS

LSSA is also seeking improved training,
including foreign language training for its members,
a significant demand in a city with a high per-
centage of Hispanic paople, stricter adherence to

affirmative action goals, better working conditions
and higher wages and benefits.

Despite CALS' offer to increase wages by 17
percent over the next two years, the union has
refused to trade off or "give back" its more
fundamental demands and stuck to the; slogan: Bread
and Roses Too.

This stance has gained them the support of
both their clients and other groups.

"Clients support the union's demands because
we see that those demands are in our interest.
Language and legal training, better working cond*t
itions and meaningful affirmative actionare all
essential to quality legal services," said Cynthia
Wilcox, legal service client and staff member of
the Downtown Welfare Advocates Center, a strong
strike supporter. Wilcox made that remark a few
hours before LSSA clients occupied the office of
CALS to demand that they deal fairly with LSSA.

The Association of Legal Aid Attorneys has
donated thousands of dollars to LSSA's strike fiind.

And other unions, including the United Auto Workers,
Hospital Workers District #1199 and District
Council 37 of the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees have also pledged
their support. Five days after the strike began
and before negotiations started, Judge -Bruce Wright's
offer to enter the talks was turned down by
management

.

LSSA SPARKS NATIONAL ORGANIZING DRIVE

The first union in the national legal workers
network, LSSA was foriged in 1972 as an office
wide union representing all management Staff. It

successfully resisted CALS' efforts to divide the

work force by designating attorneys and social
workers "professionals" and others "support staff."

Since its formation, LSSA has had an enormous
impact on the struggles of legal service workers
nationwide. At the same time, it has become known

£§t IttllitAht! support td ltd cliehfe§» The union led

the struggle to defeat what threatened to be a

terrible invasion of clients* privacy when the Legal
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Service Corporation attempted to institute, a system
of assigning clients lifelong identification! numbers
end providing access to clients' homes for so-callec
"evaluators." LSSA's efforts spearheaded a nation-
wide ‘legal services movement, which led to the
formation of the National Organization of Legal
Service Workers. Since the formation of LSSA over
60 other legal services have been formed throughout
the country,

. . . :;^30r

ZIMBABWE

ZIMBABWE SETTLEMENT CONCLUDED:
PROBLEMS LOOM ON THE ROAD TO INDEPENDENCE

NEWilfORK (LNS)- It took 14 weeks of often bruising
negotiations to do it, but on December 17 the

Zimbabwe Patriotic Front and the British government
announced that they had reached an agreement on a

ceasefire. Two days later the front signed the
three-part agreement it had concluded witl

Britain and the rebel white minority-controlled
regime in Salisbury. Unless a breakdown occurs in
the meantime, the agreement should lead within a

few weeks to an end of the fighting that has cost
more than 20,000 lives.

Further down the line it promises election?-

under a new constitution providing for majority
rule. . . again, unless the agreement falls apart in
the interim.

That could prove to be a big"unless." The
Patriotic Front only accepted the proposals under
extreme pressure from the British, the U.S,, and the
front line states bordering on Rhodesia. All along
the way, Britian Issued ultimatums, capped in the
final week by an announcement that it was breaking
with the mandatory economic sanctions against
Rhodesia voted by the United Nations, Hard on the
heels of the British announcement, President Carter
signed an executive order ending U.S. compliance
with the 11-year-tId trade embargo.

The Patriotic Front refused to cave in to such
pressure tactics. But it did indicate at several
points along the way that it was yielding only
reluctantly to proposals which it considered unjust
and dangerous.

PITFALLS AHEAD

That view is shared by a number of outside
observers. Several have concluded that the new
constitution amounts to a prescription for political
discord in the future, if not for a military coup.

First and foremost, the new constitution does
not bring straightforward majority rule to Zimbabwe.
Parllraent will be composed of two houses, a senate
and an assembly. The assembly will have 100 members,
of whom 80 will be African and 20 non-African. The
latter will be elected by white voters only.

As Claire Palley, a British authority on
Rhodesian constitutional history and law points out,
all 20 non-African members are almost certain to
come from Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front party. That
means any opposing party will have to win almost
two-thirds of the African seats in order to have the
51 votes needed s enact legislation.

Palley expects the Patriotic Front to win the

£age 10

the largest block of seats, a prediction seconded
by New York Times -eporter John Burns , (hardly
known for his pro~Fatriotlc Front sympathies.)
But Palley also expects that plurality »o fall
short of a majority of 51 seats needs? . The
resulting stand-off in Parllr at could well lead
either the Patriotic Front or its white-backed
opponents to see a coup as the only way to

establish a government capable of meeting the
enormous challenge facing the newly independent
nation.

LAND REFORM DIFFICULTIES AHEAD

Everyone who knows anything about Rhodesia
agrees that no future government can stay in
power without confr. nting the problem of land.
Currently less than 7,000 white farmers control
most of the good farming land of Rhodesia. Each
European farm is 100 times as large as each
African farming unit. At the same time, those lands
allotted to Africans, which used to be called the
African Reserves and are now known as Tribal Trust
lands, are drastically overpopulated. According
to recent estimates by the Salisbury regime, 2.5
million more people have been crammed onto the
Tribal Trust areas than the land can support.

It is extremely difficult to estimate just
how much land would have to be resettled and at
what compensation price. But in 1977 an independent
study by the German Developement Institute in
Berlin suggested that at least 75 percent of the
European land would be necessary to resettle the
excess population from the Tribal Trust lands.

Taking current land values as a benchmark,
the total cost of acquiring 75 percent of
European land would total $1 billion.

The new constitution provides for "adequate
compensation" for lands appropriated, "prompt in-

payment," and a "reasonable time to be remitabie"
in foreign exchange. But, Riddell says, the
constitution does not define those terms. "The
burden of this payment to an independent govern-
ment would be far too grat and would be in addi-
tion to other large foreign commitments," Rid-
ell points out.

After tough bargaining in London, the Patri-
otic Front extracted from the British an agree-
ment to establish an international compensation
fund — which officials in Washington say they
support — to assume the massive economic burden
of land redistribution. But the fund is not
currently included in the draft of the constitu-
tion, and no specific money pledges have been
received so far.

With all of these problems looming on the
horizon, the Patriotic Front was understandably
reluctant to call its troops in from the coun-
tryside and place them in camps where they could
easily come under concentrated attack. The
discussions almost broke down completely at the
eleventh hour over that point, until the British
finally agreed to increase the number of bases
allotted to the Front and to locate one of them
in "the heartland of Rhodesia" near the capital.

"The whole successful conclusion of this
conference," declared Front co-leader Joshua
Nkomo in London, "has been brought about by the
CONTINUED ON INSIDE FRONT COVER
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